A Survey of Teaching Learning Facilities at FBS for PBI Department Students

A. Teaching lab
The facilities in teaching lab which support students’ needs are a LCD projector, computers, reading books, exercise books, admin desk, and it has a comfortable sofa. All of them are in good condition.
The teaching lab is used by the students to practice micro teaching. It is a small room but equipped with good facilities.

B. SALC
Self Access Learning Center (SALC) is a multimedia library. It has many facilities, such as: 6 tv-cables, 5 computers with internet connection, 2000 books collection, a LCD projector, and comfortable room for learning.

C. The lab of English Culture in C.15
1. Dream lab
   There are 28 computers and a server computer.
2. Citra lab
   There are 24 computers and a server computer.
3. Computer lab
   There are 20 computers and a server computer.
4. Sanako lab
   There are 20 computers and a server computer.
The labs are for listening class, but computer lab. Only two labs are for languages program of FBS student, Citra lab and Sanako lab. There is no broken headset in listening labs. All the labs have internet connection.

D. Conclusion and suggestion
We conclude that the facilities in FBS are good but we have some note to take care. We hope that any added facilities, so we as students feel more comfortable when use it. In addition, some of the peripherals need to be upgraded.